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rUifARY

The research on electrochemical energy conversion systems has

involved work on two tasks: a search for electrolytes alternative to

phosphoric acid for direct and indirect hydrocarbon-air fuel cells,.

and a study of the corros.on characteristics of electrolytes for

intermediate-temperature hydrocarbon-air fuel cells.

A tabulation of the characteristics of an "ideal" fuel cell

electrolyte established that there were five classes of chemical

compounds that could be the sources of new, improved electrolytes.

One class, the fluorinated sulfonic acids, through one member of

the class, trifluoromethanesulfonic acid monohydrate, was

investigated in some depth. This compound, when used as an

electrolyte in hydrocarbon-air half cells, exhibits exceptional

properties in comparison to conventional electrolytes such as

phosphoric acid. The electrooxidation of propane and hydrogen is

increased by an order of magnitude. The limiting current for the

electroreduction of oxygen is increased somewhat but the open

circuit potential for the air electrode is increased from 0.98 v

(in phosphoric acid) to 1.13 v.

Other fuels were investigated. The CO in H2 -CO mixtures appears

to produce a dilution effect rather than a poisoning effect. Methanol,

. as a fuel, gave low activity in this electrolyte, presumably because

of vaporization at elevated temperatures.

An apparatus was built to measure solubilities of gases in

electrolytes and several measurements were made on the solubility

of propane in CF3SO3H.H 2 0.
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The corrosion rates of a number of alloys were measured in

phosphoric acid and in CF3SO3H.H20. Generally, the rates were lower

I in the latter electrolyte and the possibility exists of using a low

alioy steel as a construction material for fuel cells using this

electrolyte.
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1.0 Introduction

This is the final semi-annual report on Contract No. DAAK02-

72-C-OO84 sponsored by the U. S. Army Mobility Equipment Research

and Development Center at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. The project,

entitled "Research on Electrochemical Energy Conversion Systems,"

consists of two technical tasks, both of which are directed toward

the improvement of the hydrocarbon-air fuel cell for ground power
L

systems and vehicular propulsion.

Task I A search for alternative electrolytes to phosphoric acid

for direct and indirect hydrocarbon-air fuel cells.

Task II A study of the corrosion characteristics of electrolytes

for intermediate-temperature hydrocarbon-air fuel cells.

j
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2.0 Task I A Search for Alternative Electrolytes to Phosphoric

Acid for Direct and Indirect Hydrocarbon-Air Fuel Cells

2.1 Introductory

2.1.1 Characteristics of a Fuel Cell Electrolyte
There is general agreement that the "ideal" electrolyte in the

hydrocarbon-air fuel cell should possess the following properties or

characteristics:

a. the electrolyte should be a good medium for the efficient

oxidation of the hydrocarbon,

b. the electrolyte should be a good medium for ionic charge

transport,

c. the electrolyte should be a good solvent for active materials,

e.g., propane, oxygen, water,

d. the electrolyte should be a good medium for material

transport, e.g., removal of CO2,

e. the electrolyte should be chemically and electrochemically

stable over the temperature and voltage operating range of

the fuel cell.

f. the electrolyte should possess suitable physical properties

t
e.g., viscosity and vapor pressure,

I g. the electrolyte should not interfere with catalytic reactions,

h. the electrolyte should be a good medium for the air electrode,

j and finally,

i. the electrolyte should not be strongly reactive to construction

C materials or the fuel cell matrix.

C
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Phosphoric acid is considered to be the most suitable electrolyte

at this time. While phosphoric acid possesses some of the desirable

characteristics tabulated above, it also has certain detrimental

characteristics. Specific dificiencies include undesirable corrosivity

toward structural materials at 125-150*C, low solubility with respect

to propane and oxygen, undesirable adsorption of anions competitive

with propane adsorption, and a tendency for potential cycling at an

electrode during operation with hydrocarbons. These adverse

characteristics are sufficiently pronounced to make the replacement

of phosphoric acid electrolyte in the hydrocarbon-air fuel cell very

desirable.

2.1.2 Classes of Electrolytes

A previous survey (1) has identified certain classes of compounds

that deserve consideration in the selection or the development of an

alternative electrolyte:

a. sulfonic acids, e.g., CF3SO3B,

b. alpha-halo disubstituted carboxylic acids, e.g., CHC12COOH,

c. perfluorocarboylic acids, e.g., C2F5COOH,

L d. dialkyl phosphate esters, e.g., (C2H50)2P(O)OH,

e. polyphosphates, e.g., Graham's salt,

2.1.3 Literature Background on ELectrolytes

SA promising system of compounds is the perfluoroalkanesulfonic

acids. rhese acids have high acid strengths and are excellent ionic

ccnductors (2). The simplest acid, trifluoromethanesulfontc acid,

V forms a stable monohydrate which melts at 33.8C (3) and boils at

217-218*C at 756.9 - (4). Literature values for the vapor pressure

.U _ _,_. ' . , ..
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of trifluoromethanesulfonic acid monohydrate are 1 om at 96 C (5) and

G 15 m at 1200C (6).

Several perfluorocarboxylic acids, representative of the third

class above, are available from the 3M Co. The physical properties

of four of these are listed in Table I (7). From the work of Hollahan

and Cady (8) there is definite indication of formation of a 1:1 molar

monohydrate species, C3F7 COOH H20, freezing at -ll.O°C. No literature

reference on the stability of this monohydrate in the liquid state, or

whether the monohydrate would boil congruently, was found.

Dichloroacetic acid is one of the strongest organic acids with a

pK - 1.48 (9). It is extremely stable, boiling congruently at

193 C (10). It is non-hygroscopic, but soluble in all proportions with

1120 forming no eutectics of hydrates.
CIn this report, refetence to organic electrolytes means such

solutions as lithium perchlorate in gama-butyrolactone or propylene

carbonate, as contrasted to strong organic acids mentioned above as

alternate electrolytes. Such systems were considered as they offer

the possibility of providing solutions to some of the problems encountered

in aqueous systems. It would be expected that fuel solubility would be

IC greal'er in organic electrolytes with an accompanying increase in anode

limiting current density. It would be expected that the rate of adsorption

of the hydrocarbon would be altered and consequently the efficiency of

electrocatalysis. The degree of side reactions and polymerization

would also be affected, whether favorably or unfavorably, would be

difficult to predict.

The work done with organic electrolytes in fuel cells has been

jC
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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limited, excluding, of course, work done with the ion-exchange membrane

type which might be thought of as an organic electrolyte. A study was

performed by Smith (11) using hydrazine and N204 as fuels. N204

C reacted with some of the organic solvents and in solvents such as

propylene carbonate, acetonitrile, and dimethyl formamide, the cell

voltages were low suggesting slow diffusion processes, slow adsorption,

or other slow reactions.

Polyphosphates, e.g., Graham's salt, would be used in a fuel cell

along with electrolyte at such concentration as to obtain the proper

Lspecific conductivity. The degree of polymerization would be such that

the solution would be stable but not of such high viscosity as to render

transport difficult. It would appear reasonable to incorporate the

L electrolyte in a sLable matrix. Whereas the polyelectrolyte is more

stable at a neutral pH, it would appear feasible to work at a pH such

as 5 - 6, accepting a steady-state degradation in the degree of

Lpolymerization to achieve an acid rejecting composition.

The properties of polyelectrolytes have been studied by Strauss

and his coworkers. For example, in a study of binding of univalent

L cations by polyphosphates, Strauss and Bluestone (12) constructed the

following table of electrical transport data of polyphosphates (Graham's

salt preparations) in 0.2 H electrolyte solution.

C
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Electrolyte Ha Ap t

c2
2/volt-sec

:1 LiBr 0.203 6.51 1.23 51.1 0.313 16.0
Na~r 0.199 7.35 1.14 57.2 0.384 22.0
XBr 0.216 12.8 1.41 70.8 0.488 34.6
tetranethyl- 0. 209 14.7 2.07 48.3 0.362 17.5ammonium

bromide

where M. is the actual stoichiometric molarity of the simple electrolyte

A is the equivalent conductance of the polyphosphate saltI p
u is the electrophoretic mobility of the polyphosphate salt

As is the equivalent conductance of the simple electrolyte

tc is the transference number of the cation

Lxc is the equivalent conductance of the counterion in the solution of

simple electrolyte as a solvent.

LOL

I

II _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Electrochemical Apparatus and Techniques

The cells used for the experiments were standard three-compartment

cells. The cell used for the experiments on trifluoromethanesulfonic

acid monohydrate shown in Figure 1 was of approximately 30 ml capacity.

The working electrode in the central compartment of the cell consisted

of a platinum wire of approximately 0.4 cm2 geometric area sealed inL

a Pyrex tube which was graded into the quartz cell body. A platinum

wire mesh electrode spot-welded to a platinum wire lea-' of approximately

8.0 cm2 was substituted for the wire during experiments in which

potential-current curves were measured. The counter electrode compartment

was separated from the working compartment by a fritted glass disc. The

counter electrode used in the original cells was a fuel cell electrode

connected to a platinum wire lead. The counter electrode (left compartment,

Figure 1) in the smaller cell, was a platinized platinum mesh connected

to a platinum wire lead.

The reference electrode system was separated from the working

electrode compartment by inserting a fritted glass disc behind the

Luggin capillary. The reference electrode is of the dynamic reference

electrode design of Giner (13). This reference electrode system 4onsists

of two platinized platinum electrodes [A] and [B]. When a current

density of 1 ma/cm 2 is impressed between electrode [A] and [B], H2 is

evolved from the cathode, [A],and 02 is evolved from the anode, [B].

The cathode is kept 1 - 2 cm lower than the anode to prevent diffusion

of 02 from the anode to the cathode. Temperature control was achieved

by maintaining the cell in an oil bath or an air oven.

The technique used to study the rate of propane adsorption was a

I _ _ _ _ _ _b , , . .
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Figure 1. Electrochemical cell used for experiments

with trifluoromethanesulfonic acid
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modified multipulse potentiostatic (MSP) technique. The technique uses

programmed sequences of potentials to provide a clean reproducible

electrode surface for the adsorption process. After adsorption takes

place at a potential of interest an anodic or cathodic galvanostatic

pulse is imposed and a chronopotentiogram recorded on a Tektronix Type

564B oscilloscope using a Type 3 AB vertical amplifier. The potential-

j time sequences were generated by switching potentiometers into the

I i imput circuit of a Wenking potentiostat. Mercury-wetted relays were

fired at prescribed times in the range of 1 msec to 10 seconds with

electronic pulse generators (Tektronix, Type 162). The circuit for

i. activating the relays with pulse generators was of the Tyco design (14).

For times longer than 10 seconds, the relay was fired manually.

Switching from potentiostatic control to the galvanostatic circuit was

was done by switching the counter electrode of the cell from the

potentiostat to the battery circuit. The electrical block diagram is

shown in Figure 2. Several of the potential step sequences used are

shown in Figure 3. All of the potentials given are with reference to

j the dynamic hydrogen electrode. "Sequence 1" was used to determine

the "real" surface area of the electrode. The pretreatment steps areV used to prepare a reproducible electrode surface for each measurement.

1 During step B the el,-'.,rode is brought to +1.35 volts which oxidizes

oxidizable Impurities on the electrode surface and forms a passive

.oxide layer on the platinum surface. The potential is stepped down to
I

+0.05 volts, step C, wtere the oxide layer is reduced. The potential

is then raised to 0.95 volt, step D, to desorb H atoms adsorbed atO.05

volt. Step D was set at 0.95 volt after variations in measured surface

areas were observed when potentials below 0.75 volt were used.

-~ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __
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Figure 2 Block diagram of the electrical set-up used for the pre-
treatment and galvanostatic pulse sequences.
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Potentials above 0.75 volt gave reproducible values for the surface

area. A cathodic galvanostatic pulse of 25 to 75 milliamps/cm2 was

applied, (step E), to measure the charge associated with the coverage

of hydrogen. The maximum cathodic galvanostatic charge for depositing

H atoms on a clean electrode prior to H2 evolution, after correction

for double layer effects, is 210 Ucoulombs/cm2 . It is known that this

value changes with temperature and electrolyte composition to some

degree, however, within experimental limitations used here, the value

of 210 Ucoulombs/Cm 2 may be used (15).

The platinum electrode tends to roughen in hot H3P 4 even after

the electrode is flamed. In some cases, particularly after the passage
of propane, a deposit was noted on the electrode causing the electrode

area to increase in an erratic manner. The deposit could be flamed

off but frequent monitoring of the electrode surface area was essential.

The second pulse sequence intended to determine the surface

concentration of some adsorbed compamd such as propane is shown in

Figure 3b. Steps A through C are identical to sequence 1. During

step D adsorption of the compound, e.g., propane, occurs. Its duration

is from 15 to 360 seconds and the potential at step D varies from
C

0.15 to 0.6 volt. During step E an anodic galvanostatic pulse is

imposed and the voltage-time curves are used to determine the surface

concentration of the adsorbed material.

The pulse sequence, 3c, measures the amount of material cathodically

desorbed. Steps A through D are the same as the second pulse sequence.

Step E is a cathodic galvanostatic pulse held for a millisecond while

the cathodically desorbable species is removed from the electrode.

The potential is allowed to return to the adsorption potential under

CJ
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helium and an anodic galvanostatic pulse, step F, imposed. Sequence 3

£ and sequence 2 may be compared to determine the amounts of cathodically

desorbable and nondesorbable species.

A comparison of the background curve obtained by running sequence

(.2 under helium with the same sequence run with propane followed by

helium, as shown in Figure 3b, gives the amount of charge obtained

from the oxidation of all the surface species on the electrode. In

a similar manner the anodic charging curve, compared to the background

using sequence 3, gives the amount of charge needed to oxidize the

species not cathodically desorbed.

C" In the study of the propane adsorption process in CF3SO3H-H20

two multipulse potentiodynamic methods were used. In the first

instance, a potential ramp was imposed on the electrode following

a series of pretreatment steps. In the second instance, a potential

triangle was imposed following the pretreatment steps. In these

techniques, the electrode was pretreated to develop a reproducible

surface, an adsorption step was conducted at the potential of

interest, and finally a potential wave form (ramp or triangle) was

imposed on the electrode.

In order to better understand the adsorption process in the

trifluoromethanesulfonic acid monohydrate electrolyte, experiments

were initiated using a multipulse potentiodynamic method (16). The

apparatus shown in the electrical block diagram of Figure 4 was

assembled. This technique iuvolves the imposition of a series of

potential ramps on the electrode following pretreatment steps. Thus,

the electrode would be pretreated to develop a reproducible surface,

an adsorption step conducted according to the Figure 3b sequence, and
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a potent'al ramp imposed on the electrode. In the electrical circuit

Cas assembled and shown in Figure 4, the lowest (most cathodic) value

of the potential ramp from the function generator (Exact Model 7060)

was always in the system. The applied potentials were then algebraically

Cadded to this value at the input of the potentiostat (Wenking Model 66

T S3). Following adsorption at a predetermined potential of interest,

the anodic potential ramp is imposed and the current-time curves

displayed on an oscilloscope (Tektronix Type 555) with a differential

vertical amplifier (Tektronix Type j,'7). The potential ramp was

displayed simultaneously using a vertic., .zilifier (Tektronix Type CA).

The potential-time sequences for the pretreatmcnt and adsorption

steps were generated by switching potentiometers iLto the input circuit

of the Wenking potentiostat as described above. SwitcaAng from

potentiostatic conr ol to the potential ramp and triggering the

oscilloscope was done by firing the function generator and oscilloscope

by a six volt power supply shown in Figure 4.

In performing the current versus potential runs, a potential value

was set and the system allowed to equilibrate for 5 minutes before

the current value was recorded for any of the gases used. The potertial

was moved in both the cathodic and the anodic directions to obtain at

indication of the electrolyte behavior and an accurate determination oi

the open-circuit potential.

Current vs. potential diagrams were constructed with measurements

for helium and hydrogen. Propane was run at 550, 950, 115* and 1356C.

A digital panel meter (Electronic Research Co., Model 4000) was wired

to read voltage and cell current values (Figure 5). The digital panel

meter was used for most of the current-potential diagrams reported below.

C
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In the last phase of the project an automated electrochemical

station was designed which will be capable of handling most

electrochemical experiments. The schematic of the system is shown

in Figure 6. The system consists of A, the pogramable timing

controller, B, the potential step device, C, the basic

electrochemical system, D, the data acquisition system, and E, the

computer to process data.

C The programmable timing controller, an AutoMate 32 (Reliance

Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio 44177), is a solid-state device

having a stored program which controls outputs in a predetermined way

in response to the action of the inputs. The major elements of the

AutoMate 32 are shown in Figure 7. In addition to those shown,

there is a manual programmer with its internal memory and processor

which is used to program the Erasable Programnable Read Only Memory

(EPROM). The major elements of the AutoMate 32 are A, the controller

chassits, containing the power supply, processor and controller

monitor; B, input cards; C, output cards; D, timer counter latch

(TCL) cards; E, program memory module; F, commnication interface

and G, input and output blocks which connect with the input or output

cards in the controller chassis. The analog timer elements (Model 325),

mounted in the TCL card, are adjustable from 0.5 to 127.5 seconds per

timer element. Times longer than 127.5 seconds are controlled by

counter elements. Programming*is done via a ladder diagram which

symbolically represents the elements of the control circuit. The

input devices and interlocking contacts are placed in the desired

parallel or series combinations across the rung of the ladder with

The program is obtainable from the Authors.

_ _ _ _ ..
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the last element on the rung being the output associated with the sequence.

• The potential step device shown in Figure 6 has a variable base

potential rtep and 2 times, 4 times, and 8 times this base step.

These steps can be used individually, or in any combination, allowing

• 15 possible potential steps. These steps are progrmmed in any

sequence from the controller. If the base potential step is 10 my

a total of 150 my may be algebraically added in 10 my steps to the

* potential set in the potentiostat. If 50 mv is the base potential

step, 750 my may be added to the set potential. Initially the device

will be used for development of current potential diagrams where

* time at each potential step is equal. However, it is possible to

vary the time at any step or steps allowing great flexibility of the

system.

* The basic electrochemical unit is the potentiostat with function

generator or galvanostat plugin and the electrochemical cell. This

portion of the overall system can be used manually in the traditional

S manner or be tied to the controller for automated control.

The data acquisition system (Dymec DY-7061) consists of a 25

channel input scanner (Model No. 2901B, Dymec Division, Hewlett Packard,

Palo Alto, California), a digital clock (Model No. 3440A), a digital

recorder (Model No. N39562A) and a paper tape punch (Model No. 5655).
The data acquisition system scans up to 25 input signals, measures the

8 dc voltage of each signal, and records the voltage measurements. This

data system is quite old but is still adequate to record data for

current-potential diagrams. In the future, to cope with faster reactions,

this portion of the electrochemical station will have to be updated. At

this time, data are taken in eight channels, 2 for potential and 6 for

S
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current for a set period of time after equilibration time at a set

Ipotential (e.g., 30 seconds data recording after 5 minutes equilibration

time.)

The Computer (Xerox Sigma 2) processes the data, at present stored

* on punch paper tape, to read potential and current density values.

The current values over all channels scanned are averaged and divided

by the real surface area of the electrode. The potential values and

* current density values are printed on the print-out for future

graphing of data. The graphing could be done via the computer by

an addition to the computer program.

$ The entire system allows for automated control of the basic

electrochemical system with data recorded and stored for future

processing. This capability allows the basic system to be run overnight

£ when no operator is available, or, particularly for current-potential

diagrams, relieve the operator from the tedious task of taking data at

prescribed intervals. Also, a greater number of current readings can

be taken, allowing for greater precision in the current readings than

is possible with a single reading by the operator.

2.2.2 Solubility Measurements

£ One of the important properties of the fuel cell electrolyte is

the solubility of propane, hydrogen, and oxygen in the electrolyte.

To measure these solubilities in trifluoromethanesulfonic acid

monohydrate, an apparatus which represents a modification of that

described by Loprest (17) was constructed. This apparatus is shown

in schematic diagram in Figure 8. The relatively simple procedure

involves introducing a measured quantity of gas into a system

containing a known volume of solvent (electrolyte) and measuring the

Iaa.imi ______
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equilibrium pressure of the system.

* The individual parts of the system may be located by reference to

the figure:

A. a mercury leveling bulb connected to the system with tubing,

5 B. a glass flask gas reservoir (volume calibrated from mark h

up to and including the bore of stopcock 2, about 100 al),

C. a glass flask of known weight that serves as a solvent

4' reservoir,

D. a mercury-f i-led U-tube with medium porosity fritted glass

discs which do not permit the passage of mercury,

1 E. the oil bath,

F. a magnetic stirrer,

G. a precision pressure gauge (Texas Instruments, Model No.

g 145-02,

H. a drying tube,

I. the gas supply,

C J. a mercury bubbler,

K. a trap containing molecular sieves,

L. the manifold.

£ The volume of flask B, the gas reservoir, and adjacent portions

of the system was carefully calibrated before attachment to the

manifold. This was accomplished by standard procedures, by filling

vith water and mercury a.id weighing. The solvent reservoir, flask C,

was accurately weighed.

The solubility measurement, e.g., the solubility of propane in

C trifluoromethanesulfonic acid monohydrate, was conducted with a procedure

LO
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that involved the following consecutive steps:

* 1. With the solvent flask (flask C) empty, stopcock 1 is opened

and the mercury level in the gas flask (flask B) is adjusted to the

level, h, which is just above stopcock 1, with the mercury leveling

I *bulb.
2. With stopcock 1 closed, stopcock 2 and 4 and valves 5, 6,

and 9 are opened with the system evacuated. Valves 5 and 6 are closed

• and the solute gas is introduced with valves 8 and Hg open. Valve 5

is opened slowly maintaining bubbling through the mercury trap. The

gas tank valve and valve 8 are closed. (At this point, the gas

S pressure in the system will be quite close to atmospheric pressure.

Valve 6 mav he opened slightly to reduce the pressure below atmospheric

if desired.)

I •3. After thermal equilibrium has been established, the pressure

Iand the temperaCuL. of the gas is recorded. Stopcock 2 is close.

The volume of gas (number of moles) in gas flask B is calculated.

4. The system, exclusive of the gas flask (B) is brought to

atmospheric pressure with air or N2 by opening valves 5 and 7. The

solvent flask (C) is removed, an appropriate amount of solvent is

• added to it and it is replaced in the system. Valv 7 is closed.

5. The solvent is degassed. Stopcock 5 and valves 5 and 6 are

opened and the system is evacuated. Valve 5 is closed for 15 minutes

then opened to re-evacuate the system. (If necessary the solvent can

be frozen and a series of freeze-evacuate-thaw cycles can be used to

degas.)

6. The solvent flask (C) is brought to the desired temperature

with the oil bath and the differential pressure is measured. (The

IS___
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differential pressure is the pressure difference between atmospheric

pressure %nd the pressure in the system.) Degassing of the solvent is

continued until a constant pressure value is obtained. The pressure

measurement is made with stopcock 4 and valves 5, 6 and 9 closed and

valve 7 open. The levels of mercury in D should be the same. The

differential pressure is read on the precision pressure gauge (G).

After the differential pressure measurement is taken, valves 6 and 9

T. are opened.

7. With stopcock 4 closed and stopcocks 1 and 2 opened, mercury

flows into the gas flask (b).

8. The solvent is stirred and the system is allowed to come to

equilibrium. The pressure of the sys:em is measured with valve 9 and

stopcocks 1 and 2 open.

9. The temperature of the bath is raised or lowered and the

system is again equilibrated to obtain solubility data over a

temperature range. (This may be done with a single charging of the

solvent flask and the weight of the solvent is determined at the

conclusion of the experiment.)

In the calculation of the solubility the following assumptions

are made:

a) the ideal gas laws are obeyed,

b) the vapor pressure of the saturated solvent is the same as

the vapor pressure of the gas-free solvent,

c) Henry's law is in force up to a pressure of one atmosphere.

These assumptions do produce deviations but these deviations are

£considered to be less than experimental error.

ris
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2.2.3 Preparation of Electrolytes

* The phosphoric acid used was Fisher's 85% A.C.S. Grade.

Comercial phosphoric acid has been found to be impure with the

impurities yielding a large background current on electrolysis (18).

* In order to remove these impurities comnercial H3P 4 was refluxed

with 30% H202 (A.C.S. Grade stabilized with Na4P207) in a 2:1 mixture

until bubbling ceased (approximately 24 hours). The H3PO4solution

was then evaporated slowly to a concentration of greater than 85%

and then diluted back to 85% with triply distilled water. The

resultant acid solution was pre-electrolyzed at 0.30 volt using a pair

£of large fuel cell electrodes. This refluxed pre-electrolyzed acid

was used as the electrolyte in the electrochemical cell.

The electrolyte was cleaned further in the cell with a cleaning

electrode maintained at 0.30 volt overnighc with a Wenking Potentiostat.

The cleaning electrode was a fuel cell electrode replacing the working

electrode assembly in the cell. The cleaning electrode was subjected

to alternate oxidations and reductions of 3 volts for 45 minutes

duration in H3 PO ending on an oxidation. This procedure served to

keep the electrolyte clean on a day-to-day basis.

Trifluoromethanesulfonic acid monohydrate was prepared from

trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (3M Corp., Lot 7 "Fluorochemical Acid

FC-24") and water by the method of Gra-stad and Haszeldine (5).

Equimolar quantities of trifluoromethanesulfonic acid and dater were

added to a distillation flask. Fractional distillation was carried

out with the fraction below 1100C collected and removed. The fraction

above 110C was collected as a white crystalline product with some

viscous clear liquid. This fraction was distilled a second time with

S
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all material distilled below 150C rejected and the fraction above

* 1500C retained for a third distillation. In the third distillation

only the fraction between 217-218C (756.9 mm Hg) was retained as a

white needle-like crystalline product, trifluoromethanesulfonic acid

* monohydrate. The CF3 So3H'H20 was found to have a melting point of

33.8*C which agrees well with the value of 34*C given by Gramstad

and Haszeldine (5). No further purification was done before the

* trifluoromethanesulfonic acid monohydrate was added to the

electrochemical cell.

Graham's salt (NaP0 3) x may be prepared by the quenching of any

1 6 melt having a NaO:P4010 ratio between 2:1 and 10:3 (19). The degree

of polymerization appears to depend on the heating temperature with

the maximum polymerization at 1100*C. A quantity of NaH 2PO4-2H20 is

placed in a platinum dish and dehydrated for 2 hours above 200°C.

The material is placed in an electric furnace for 4 hours at the

desired temperature and the melt quenched as quickly as possible by

pouring into an iron dish containing dry ice and CCl4. The vitreous

product can be filtered off and the glassy material should be stored

immediately in an air-tight container. Graham's salt is extremely

hygroscopic, becoming moist and sticky with short exposure to air.

The salt dissolves slowly in cold water and is quite soluble in water

over 30*C (solubility at 20°C, 973.2 g/liter; at 80*C, 1744 g/liter).

Graham's salt is a glassy chain polymer containing a small percentage

of cyclic rings; the glass is considered to be of a metaphosphate

composition, Na20*P205 (20).

• Perfluorobutyric acid was obtained from Mathieson, Coleman and

Bell. The acid was purified by vacuum distillation, and from the

LJ
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distillation range no significant impurities were indicated. The

* distilled acid was kept in tightly stoppered Pyrex flasks and was

only handled once after collection from the distillation; this when

the acid was pipetted into the quartz cell. The perfluorobutyric

* acid is a water-white, nonviscous liquid that has only a mildly

offensive odor at room temperature. Although the acid has an odor

reminiscent of butyric acid it is not persistent or pungent and does

6 not appear to present any problem due to its odor.

Dichloroacetic acid is readily and cheaply available in

relatively pure form and it is easily vacuum distilled to high

* purity (typically 80-81*C at 6 mm). Since in pure form CHC12COOH

has extremely poor conductivity, the acid must be either diluted with

water or a supporting electrolyte must be introduced. The acid,

obtained directly from the middle fraction of the vacuum distillation,

was added to distilled water in the test cell until the desired 80%

acid solution was obtained. In all cases, the electrolyte was

houogeneous, of crystal-clear color, and convenient conductivity

(0.083 ohm-1).

2.2.4 Preparation and Treatment of Reactants

6 Helium, hydrogen, hydrogen-3Z CO, CO29 propane, air, and methyl

alcohol were used in different experiments. Helium (AIRCO) was passed

over hot copper turnings to remove traces of oxygen before being

passed into the cell. Hydrogen (AIRCO) and hydrogen-3% CO (AIRCO)

were passed through a commercial catalytic purifier for electrolytic

hydrogen (DEOXO, Engelhard Gas Equipment Division) before entrance

to the cell. Propane (Matheson, high purity) was used without

pretreatment. The methyl alcohol used was Allied Chemical, General

b~
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Chemical Division, reagent grade. The methyl alcohol solutions were

* prepared to 1 molar methyl alcohol in CF3SO3H'H2O. Before passage

through the cell with 85% H3 PO4 helium was passed through a pre-

saturator. The pre-saturator served to saturate the helium with water

• at approximately the same vapor pressure as the cell. The gas

lines were heated so the gas entering the cell was close to the

temperature of the electrolyte in the cell.

$
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2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Results with Trifluoromethanesulfonic Acid lonohydrate

An investigation of the behavior of CF3SO3HH 20 with helium,

hydrogen, hydrogen-3% CO, propane, "reduced" carbon dioxide, and

methanol at various temperatures was conducted during this contract

period. Data on helium provide background information on the

electrolyte. The investigation of the behavior of hydrogen is of

interest due to the renewed interest in H2-air fuel cells. Hydrogen-

carhon monoxide mixtures, the products of reforming procedures, are

of use for "indirect" hydrocarbon-air fuel cells. Propane and$
methanol are used in direct oxidation fuel cells.

The results, using heliumin CF3SO3H'H2O on platinum mesh at 55,

95, and 115* C,are summarized in Figure 9. The results have been

normalized for surface area and adjusted to one open circuit potential.

The results at 55o C show somewhat higher current density values than

those at 950 and 115* C. Other anomalies occurred at 55° C which

will be discussed later. The current density values at a set potential

are slightly lower at 950 than at 115° C. These results would appear to

be as normally expected. There is nothing in the polarization curves

with helium to suggest that the CF3SO3H.H20 electrolyte undergoes any

detrimental reaction through the potential range tested. The current

6 carrying capacity goes up with temperature. From the fact that there

was no breakdown with temperature and considering the greater current

carrying capacity, it was concluded that the compound showed promise as

an electrolyte for the direct hydrocarbon fuel cell.

Separate experiments involved anodic pulsing of the electrode

from approximately 0.3 volts to 1.8 volts. After repeated pulses, the

S
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anodic charging curves vere identical with the initial anodic charging

curve. There was no indication of breakdown of the electrolyte over

the potential range of the pulse.

2.3.1.1 Electrochemical behavior of H2 in CF3SO3H.H20

The open circuit potential of H2 on a platinum electrode in

CF3SO3H-H20 gives a measure of the reliability of the dynamic hydrogen

• electrode reference system in CF3SO3H.H20. This potential ideally should

be zero. The open circuit potential of H was measured at various
2

temperatures for several separate runs prior to measurement of the

• polarization curves.

The average open circuit potential at 55* C was 26.4 mv ±7.8 my,

at 950 C was -8.4 mv ±12.4 mv, at 115* C was 17.5 mv ±10.8 mv. As is

* evident, the open circuit potentials produced by H2 bubbled over a

platinum mesh electrode vs. the dynamic hydrogen electrode in

CF3SO3H*H20, at all temperatures are well within the limits of accuracy

(13). From the data it was concluded that the dynamic hydrogen

electrode system is an acceptable reference system for half cell

research work on CF3SO3H'H20.

• The polarization curves for H2 at 55, 950 and 115" C in CF3SO3H'H20

are shown in Figure (10). The anodic hydrogen reaction is the oxidation

of molecular hydrogen according to the reaction:

C H2 - 2H+ + 2e-

The limiting current values are typieal for the anodic hydrogen reaction.

The diffusion rate of molecular hydrogen establishes a limiting diffusion

current density, id, and the rate of dissociation or adsorption establishes

the total limiting reaction current density, ir.
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For the anodic reaction at 1150 and 95*C, respectively, Tafel

slopes of 0.16 and 0.14 were calculated from the slope of voltage

versus log current density. Corrected to 250C the Tafel slopes are

0.114 and 0.113. The Tafel slope, b, is equal to 2.3 RT, whereanl
0

n is the number of charges transferred, R is the gas constant, T is

the absolute temperature, F the faraday, and a the transfer coefficient

dependent on the electrode material. The transfer coefficients at

115*C and 95°C are 0.48 and 0.52 for smooth platinum which appears

to be reasonable.

On the cathodic side a cathodic limiting current density is not

observed, which is consistent with previous experimental work (21).

The cathodic reaction is the evolution of hydrogen from hydrogen ions.

It is unnecessary to review the mechanisms for hydrogen evolution

here. The Tafel slope, b, for the evolution of hydrogen at 95°C is

0.039. The current density values at various potentials for the

reaction are quite high for both the anodic and cathodic reactions.

Comparison of the electrooxidation of hydroxen in phosphoric

acid and in trifluoromethanesulfonic acid monohydrate

Figure 11 shows current density-potential plots for the oxidation

d hydrogen in CF3SO3H'H20 and in 85% H3PO4 at room temperature. The

limiting current density value is produced in B3 PO4 at a lower

potential than in CF3 SO3H.H20. The limiting current value is reached

after approximately 60 mv in 85% H3PO4 but not for approximately 120 mv

in CF3SO3H.H20. The limiting current density is somewhat higher for the

reaction in CF3SO3H.H20 than for the reaction in 85% H3PO4 -- approximately

0
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The current-potential behavior of hydrogen in phosphoric acid

at 135C was determined to make possible a comparison with the reaction

in CF3SO3H-H20. This comparison is shown graphically in Figure 12.

The current density-potential curve for hydrogen at a platinum

electrode in 85% H3P04 electrolyte at 1350C is compared with curves in

CF 3S03H.0 at 95*C and 115*C. The data are taken from previous
S

progress reports (1) (4). The limiting current density for the

hydrogen oxidation reaction in 85% 3PO4 at 135*C is approximately

20 iamp cm- 2. The limiting current densities for the reaction in

CF3 SO3H.H20 at 95°C and 115-C are approximately 75 and 118 Vamp cm- 2 ,

respectively. Thus, at a temperature 20* lower, the oxidation rate

in the new electrolyte is almost six times as rapid as in phosphoric

acid.

2.3.1.2 The electrooxidation of hydrogen-3% CO

S The electrooxidation of hydrogen-3% CO on smooth platinum was

undertaken to support findings for the oxidation of hydrogen-3Z CO

on platinized platinum by G. W. Walker at MERDC, Ft. Belvoir. As is

• observed in Figure 13 there is a very short Tafel region observed for

the electrooxidation of hydrogen-3Z CO on smooth platinum in CF3SO3H'H20.

The current levels at any potential indicated that the current density

£ levels on platinized platinum and smooth platinum are virtually

identical. The current density levels at a potential are a factor

of ten higher in CF3SO39*.20 than in 85% H3PO4 .

* In inorganic acids CO has been found to act as a poison to the

electrode reaction for hydrogen. This is evidenced by an increase in

t = _ _ _ .... .
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open circuit potential and a decrease in current density levels at a

set potential on potential cycling. In this case, CO appears to actt/
more as a diluent to H2 than as an electrode poison.

In Figure 14 the temperature dependence of the oxidation of hydrogen-

3% CO from 25* to 1150 C is shown. The behavior of the reaction is

what would be expected; increased activity is observed with increased

temperature.

2.3.1.3 Electrochemical behavior of propane in CF3 _O3 H'H20.

The current-potential behavior for propane at 95% 115, and 135* C

is sumnarized in Figure 15. It is assumed that the overall anodic

reaction is the oxidation of propane to carbon dioxide. However, from

the current-voltage curves alone it is not possible to establish the

mechanism for the oxidation process.

-2
At 95 C the limiting current value is approximately 24 smp cm .I

At 1150 C the limiting current value is approximately 17 jiamp cm -2. The

two curves are quite close to one another. The limiting current value

at 135* C is approximately 82 vamp cm 2 . The results at 135* C in

CF3 SO3H'H20 will be compared with the results in 85% H3PO4 and discussed

later. On examination of Figure 15, it is visible that as the temperature

increases the current density values at each potential are higher, as

expected. At 95° and 115* C the current density values did not show

|£ a decline at more anodic potentials or were not run far enough to show

the characteristic hydrocarbon anodic curve clearly visible at 135* C.

Figure 16shows the current density-potential plot for the oxidation

I of propane in CF3SO3H.H20 at ambient temperature. These results can be

compared in a general way to the oxidation of propane in 85% H3PO4.

t_
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The conductivity of phosphoric acid at room temperature is quite low and

the current values were low and erratic. The open circuit potential is

approximately 0.28 volts and the limiting current density is approximately

0.37 uamp cm -2 for the oxidation of propane in CF3SO3H.H20.

The temperature dependence of the current density is shown in

the Arthenius-type plot of Figure 17. In this plot the logarithm of the

* current density at 0.5 volts is plotted versus the reciprocal of the

absolute temperature. The overall activation energy is composed of the

activation enthalpy, H', and the term anFTI, where a is the transfer

* coefficient, n is the number of charges transferred, F is the Faraday,

and T is the overpotential. The relationship is given as:

d in i ABA AH + nc
d t RT2  RT2

The energy of activation for the oxidation of propane in various

electrolytes has been given as 16 kcal/mole, where AH* and conFt are

8 considered equal (22).

The value for the activation energy for the oxidation of propane

in CF3SO3H.H20 can be calculated from Figure 17 to be 13 kcal/mole.

This value is lower than the activation energies reported for other

electrolytes (22), which would indicate that the oxidation process of

propane has less "barrier" energy to overcome in CF3 SO 3 H'H2 0, a very

desirable feature. The reason for the decrease in the activation

energy is not apparent from these data, however, the implications of this

lower activation energy may be cited. To achieve a reaction rate

equivalent to that observed in CF3SO3H-H20 at 135* C, it would be

necessary to operate the electrode in 852 H3PO4 at262" C.
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* The results of experiments performed to this point suggest that

the mechanism by which the electrooxidation of propane proceeds in

CF3SO3H'H 20 is quite different from that in R3 P04 . The elucidation of

this mechanism would be important in the intelligent utilization of

this electrolyte in fuel cells.

The shape of the galvanostatic anodic charging curve for propane

in phosphoric acid exhibits a characteristic double wave profile. On

the other hand, the galvanostatic anodic charging curve for propane in

CF3SO3BH 20 shows a single wave profile (compare upper and lower curves

in Figure 18). The latter observation might imply the absence of an

intermediate in the oxidation process or a different reaction mechanism

in the twa electrolytes.

6 The determination of the charge due to propane adsorption in

phosphoric acid was made by the well-accepted treatment of anodic

charging curves. In this technique the total anodic charge under

helium is subtracted from the total charge under propane. The

assumption is made that the charge corresponding to the oxidation of

the electrode surface, the charging of the double layer, and the

evolution of oxygen would be common for both helium and propane in

CF3SO3H'H20 and the technique could be employed to establish the

adsorption characteristics of propane in this electrolyte.

Anodic charging experiments indicate that the difference between

the total charge under helium and the total charge under propane in

CF3SO3H.H20 was very low, i.e., 50 pcoulomb cm-2 or less, at all
6

adsorption potentials. Adsorption potentials from 0.20 to 0.6 volt

were covered at 0.05 volt increments. Adsorption times from two

...- ... .
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minutes to tan minutes were used. These durations should be more than

adequate to achieve optimm adsorption if experience with phosphoric

acid is applicable. A charge of the order of magnitude 50 Icouloab cm- 2

ust be considered as too low for accurate determination and in certain

cases the measurements were within the limits of experimental error.

Since these measurements were difficult to interpret, an effort was

made to expand our knowledge of propane adsorption using the potential

ramp technique described in the Experimental Section 2.2.1, above.

The measurements included an adsorption range of 0.20 to 0.60 volts

and adsorption times varying from 2 to 10 minutes. Typical curves for

propane oxidation in the two comparison electrolytes are given in

Figure 19. At all adsorption potentials and at all adsorption times a

* single oxidation peak was observed for the oxidation of propane in

CF3 SO-H 20. In 75Z H3PO4 two oxidation peaks are clearly distinguishable

(23 ). These results corroborate the results observed using the

* galvanostatic pulse technique (24).

A limited number of cyclic voltammograms were run to support the

observations made with other techniques regarding the anodic oxidation

* of propane. A typical cyclic voltammogram is shown in Figure 20. This

voltanmogram was run after a 5 minute adsorption of propane at an

adsorption potential of 0.30 volt. The single oxidation peak is

* observed at approximately 0.8 volt.

The three techniques, galvanostatic pulse, potential ramp, and cyclic

voltametry support the conclusion of the existence of a different

• reaction mechanism for the anodic oxidation of propane in CF3SO3H.H20

as contrasted to that in H3PO4.

Ii
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Experiments were run to study the decay of current density, at

set potentials, with time. Three potentials were taken, 0.60, 0.65,

and 0.75 volts, where current density values were found to be quite high.

After one hour at a set potential the current densities declined to

approximately 80-85Z of the current density values after 5 minutes when

g the polarization data were taken. After one hour, the current values

remained essentially constant over the length of the experiment,

approximately 2.5 hours.

Trifluoromethanesulfonic acid monohydrate has been used in cells

for as long as two months with no loss of performance noted. Current

density levels at a set potential remain as high for electrolyte which

has undergone numerous potential cyclings as a freshly prepared

electrolyte sample. In many instances the electrolyte has also undergoneI

temperature cycling as well as potential cycling.

2.3.1.4 Electrochemical behavior of "reduced" CO2 in CF3 SO3 HH 20

• In the literature dealing with the electrooxidation of hydrocarbons

on platinum electrodes, two types of intermediates have been identified

by other investigators (15,25 ). One type is desorbed by a cathodic

* pulse while the second is not. The cathodically desorbable type is

postulated to consist of hydrocarbon radicals or fragments of the larger

molecule. The nondesorbable type of intermediate is postulated to

* consist of oxidized carbon and a polymeric compound.

Experiments were conducted with carbon dioxide as a reactant to

establish whether or not the highly oxidized species observed in

* phosphoric, sulfuric, and perchloric acid were present on the electrode

in CF3 SO3H'H 2 0. Following the potential pretreatment steps outlined
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in Figure 3b, CO2 was adsorbed at a potential of 0.15 volt. Presumably,

the adsorbed film at this potential would be similar to the highly

oxidized intermediate observed in the anodic oxidation of hydrocarbons

in inorganic acids (23). The subsequent anodic charging curve forS
"reduced" CO2 in CF3 SO3H.R 20 was similar to curves obtained with propane

and helium. Also, all the anodic charging curves obtained for He,

propane, and "reduced'CO2 in CF3 SO3 H.H 2 0 were analogous to the "reduced"

CO2 anodic charging curve in H3 PO4 (26). These results would argue that

species akin to the adsorbed polymeric species observed during the

anodic oxidation of propane in phosphoric acid are not produced during the

oxidation of propane in trifluoromethanesulfonic acid monohydrate.

2.3.1.5 Electrooxidation of methanol

is The use of methanol as a fuel in a fuel cell system is attractive

due to its low cost, ease of purification, and "clean" oxidation.

Methanol was run as the fuel over a temperature range of 23 ° to 135" C.

£ The air reaction was also run in the presence of methanol from 23* to

115" C.

Figure 21 shows the potential-current density plots for the electro-

oxidation of methanol (concentration one molar) at 23, 80, U5 and

135" C in CF 3 SO3 H'H 2O. Also shown in this figure are the results

reported by Bagotzky and Vassiliev (27) for one molar C30H in 1N H2 S0 4

• at 800 C. At 230 C the open circuit potential is 0.4 volt and the

limiting current density is 0.29 pamp cm"2 . Obviously the electrochemical

activity of the system is quite low at ambient temperatures. At 800 C

c the open circuit potential is 0.375 volt and the limiting current density

-2is about 4.0 ipamp cm . At 80" C the system was quite stable over a

I i , ,
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number of days indicating little loss of methanol due to vaporization

from the cell cantaining a solution that was originally one molar in

methanol. At 1150 C the open circuit potential was 0.364 volt and

the limiting current density about 2.2 Uamp cm-2. Some deterioration
'.1

of current at a set potential over time was observed. At 135" C the

open circuit potential was 0.365 volt and the limiting current

density was 1.33 pamp cm-3 for freshly prepared solutions. The current

density values were not reproducible from run to run, decreasing with

time. After two days no electrochemical activity was evidenced by

the solution. A second methanol-electrolyte solution of the same

methanol concentration was prepared and similar results were observed

at 1350 C. From these experiments it was concluded that the vaporization

of methanol became excessive at temperatures above 100" C. The nmr

examination of solutions from cells held at 115° to 135* C showed a

decline in height of the CH3 peak from that measured in the initial one

molar solution. This was indicative of a lowering of concentration of

available CH3 group in the electrolyte.

The methanol-air fuel cell has been treated thermodynamically (28).

Calculations based on heats of reaction indicate that a cell will be

maintained at 60* C by the exothermic heat produced in the cell. Thus

the collection of data under 60* C is not encouraged. On the other hand

I ~ the excess vaporization of methanol above 100* C would argue against

going to a higher temperature to get enhanced oxidation.

Methanol has been shown to interfere with the electroreduction of

>,5 air or oxygen in H2SO4 (29). The air reduction in a 1M MeOH - CF3SO3HH 20

solution was run at temperatures from 23* to 1150 C.
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Figure 22 shows the electroreduction of air in CF3SO.R 20 and

in i methanol-CF 3SO3H'H 20 at 23* C. Figure 22 also shows the

electroreduction of air in 114 MeOR - CF3SO3P.H 20 at 950 and at 115* C

compared to the electroreduction of air in CF3SO3E 'H20 in the absence

of methanol at 1150 C. The addition of 1M4 MeOl to CF3SOP* 20 lowers

the open circuit potential from 1.13 volts to approximately 0.78 volt.

At any potential the current density for the air reduction is lowered

by the addition of HeOH to the system. At 115 ° C there is less

interference by the addition of 1M MeOH but it is still quite severe.

These results correlate with those obtained in the experiments related

to the anodic oxidation of MeOH. In those experiments, at higher

temperatures , the rate of the electrooxidation of methanol was reduced.

Both results can be explained on the basis of the undesirable,

excessive, vaporization of methanol at elevated temperatures.

Methanol was run as a vapor by passing helium through a methanol

bath using the gaseous mixture as a fuel. It was desirable to use a

porous electrode for this experiment, however, an appropriate porous

electrode was not obtained. In a limited number of experiments methanol

was run as a vapor on the wire electrode in the standard three-compartment

cell. As would be expected, the current density levels were dependent

on the flow rate of helium and the temperature of the methanol bath.

The maximum current levels obtained, at the same temperature, were

approximately the same as those obtained using 1M4 dissolved methanol.

Further electrochemical work on methanol as a gaseous fuel was

discontinued until a mitable porous electrode was developed.I'
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2.3.1.6 Nuclear magnetic resonance measurements

* The formation of esters by the reaction of CF3SO3E and several

alcohols has been reported in the literature (2, 30). The reaction

for CF3SO3H cnd C2R50H is considered to be reversible at 150C (5).

* No information was found for the reaction of CF 3 SO'H 20 and alcohols.

Before electrochemical work was performed on the system, mixtures of

methanol and CF3 SO 3H'H2O were examined at room temperature with nmr.

The nar results showed the acidic H peak and peaks that would suggest

the formation of the methyl ester.

A comparison of the nmr results corresponding to a known methyl

5 peak from methyl alcohol and the unknown methyl peak from the methyl

alcohol - CF3 SO3H'H 20 mixture was made. The peak for the methyl group

from CH3 0H occurs at 3.47 ppm. There is a shift of 0.644 ppm to

4.114 ppm for the CH3 peak in the CHOH-CF3 SO3H'R20 mixture. Tnis

peak shift is convincing evidence for the formation of the methyl

ester. There was no evidence of free methanol in methanol-CF3SO3H-H20

mixtures containing up to 20 molar methanol. The formation of the

ester appeared to proceed completely at room temperatures and there

was a rapid exchange of all methyl groups making them equivalent.

a The correlation between peak height and the concentration of

methanol added to the acid monohydrate could be established. From

these data it is possible to determine the concentration of MeOR added

to the system, or remaining after electrochemical oxidation in the
-1

half cell.

2.3.1.7 Electrochemical reduction of air in CF SO .*B90-current-

density-potential diagrams

In the development of the hydrocarbon-air fuel cell the performance
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of the air electrode is obviously as important as the hydrocarbon side.

For that reason an investigation of the current-potential behavior of

the air electrode in CF3SO3H.H20 was conducted. These data were compared

with data obtained for the reduction of air in 85% R3 PO4 . At room

temperature the open circuit potential for air in CF3SO3H.H20 is

approximately 1.13 volts as compared to an open circuit potential of

approximately 0.98 volt for air in H3PO4. This is comparable to results

obtained at higher temperatures. The limiting current density is

slightly higher for air in CF3SO3H.H20 than for air in 85% 8304, i.e.,

4.4 ump c-2 as compared to 2.8 Uamp cm . The significant feature seen£

in the comparison of the two electrolytes at 23* C is the higher open

circuit potential. The limiting current density was much higher at

higher temperatures, as would be expected.

The results on the electroreduction of air in CF3SO3H.H20 on

platinum mesh at 95, 115* and 135* C are summarized in Figure 23. The

results have been "normalized" for surface area and adjusted to the

"average" open circuit potential. The "average" of the open circuit

potentials was the average of the open circuit potentials observed for

several current-potential runs at each temperature. The deviation from

this average for each run was approximately 20 my.

The current density values at a set potential increase with

£ temperature as would be expected. The observed limiting current densities

were: 135 Ua/cm2  at 950 C

170 Ua/cm2  at 115° C

* 190 Ua/ca2  at 135* C

It was observed during the course of running the current-potential
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curves that the open circuit potential increased during the first few

runs toward the reversible thermodynamic oxygen potential. Following

the first few runs the open circuit potential became stable during the

remainder of the experiments. This effect is observed in the runs

reported in Figure 24.

Figures 25, 26, and 27 compare the resul.a for the reduction of

air in CF3SO3HH 20 with those for 85 H3P04 at 95, 115- and 1350 C.

At all temperatures the current carrying ability at any given potential

is higher in CF3SO3H*H20. The limiting current density is also higherI ~in this electrolyte than in 85Z H3 PO4 although the dramatic enhancement

observed for the propane reaction is not evident La the air reaction.

The most significant feature of these plots is the higher open circuit

potential (approximately 150 mv higher) for the air electrode in

CF3SO3B-H20 as compared with the open circuit potential in 85Z H3PO4 .

The open circuit potential for air in 85% H3P0 4 reported here is

Capproximately the same as that reported in the literature (31). The

open circuit potential in inorganic acids, which is considerably lower

than the thermodynamically calculated value, is usually regarded as a

C mixed potential.

Several models have been put forth to explain the difference between

the thermodynamically calculated value and the observed mixed potential.

C These include the formation of peroxides during the oxygen reaction in

acidic solution (32), the existence of Pt/PtO and PtO/PtO2 couples (33),

and a potential established by impurities, particularly organic impurities

C (34).

At the present time it would be a matter of speculation in ettempting

S
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to explain the higher potential for the air electrode in CF3 SO3 H.H2 0.

The exchange current density calculated for the air electrode in

CF 3 SO 3 H.H 2 0 is approximately 10 - 8 amp/cm2 .  Literature values for the

air electrode in 85Z 3 PO 4 fall in the range of 10 0to 10- 7 amp/ca,2

the reported values depending considerably on impurities in solution

and other factors. The Tafel slope calculated from the polarization

curves in CF3 SO 3 H.H2 0 vas 0.62 which is close to the value obtained

from similar experiments in phosphoric acid.

The investigation of the air electroie in CF3 SO3H'R 2O was extended

to ascertain the effect of the flow rate of air on the open circuit

potential and the limiting current of the electrode. The relationship

between the open circuit potential and the flow rate at 135* C is shown

in Figure 28. Above a flow rate of 20 al/minute the open circuit

potential Is essentially independent of flow rate attaining a value of

1.13 volts. Below 20 ml/ minute the potential drops off and is erratic.

ri The relationship between limiting current density and the flow rate

of air at 135' C is shown in Figure 29. The limiting current density was

not greatly affected by the flow rate. The value for the limiting

current density varied by only 6 1amp/c&2 from a flow rate of 3 al/minute

to a flow rate of 40 al/minute. From 20 al/minute to 70 al/minute, the

2
limiting current density varied only by 3 uamp/cm which is within the

range of experimental error.

In Figure 30 the experimental observations on the air electrode and

the propane electrode, in the two electrolytes, H3PO4 and CF3SO 3H-H2 0,

both at 135 %-, are brought together. It is clear that a higher potential

difference is developed in the CF3 SO3HR 2 0 electrolyte. For example, at

L
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a current density of 1.0 Vrp/c=2 potential differences exist of

0.84 7olt in C73So0-H 2o

0.76 volt in 85Z H3P04

or a difference of 170 my. Correspondingly,, t 4.0 jIup/cu 2 , a 210

my. potential difference exists.

2.3.2 Results with 85Z H3PO4

I 1.. Propane oxidation in H3P04 was used to evaluate the experimental

arrangement and the cell before a new electrolyte was introduced into

the system. The data obtained with this system were used to evaluate

L the oxidation of propane in other electrolyte systems. It would be

desirable that this reaction be at least as efficient in any new

electrolyte tested.

C The general shape of the galvanostatic anodic charging curves,

Figure 31, agrees well with data previously reported (15. 35). Iu

these galvanostatic anodic charging experiments the current density

values used for .,- galvanostatic pulse was varied from 10 to 65 ma/cn2 ,

2• with most val--es used being above 25 ma/cm

The anodic charging curve under propane does not differ significantly

C from the shape of the curve under helium but the charge passed is larger.

t Three main regions can be identified in the curve: (I) the region of

rapidly rising potential from the adsorption potential to approximately

1.0 volt, the range being from 0.8 to 1.1 volt', which is dependent on

the curre.,t density employed during the galvanostatic pulse; (2) the

region from approximately 1.0 volt to approximately 1.8 volt (again

Gvarying with current density between 1.7 to 2.0 volts) where the potential

changes less sharply awd considerable charge is passed; (3) the region

1L__
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where the potential reaches a plateau which corresponds to oxygen

evolution. The middle region is the area of Interest to determine

the amount of charge necessary to oxidize the propane adsorbed at tile

adsorption potential. The total charge in this region may correspond

to several processes occurring; a) the oxidation of adsorbed propane,

b) the oxidation of the electrode surface and the evolution of oxygen

* contributing to the charge of the electrode, c) the oxidation of any

propane which diffuses to the surface during the galvanostatic pulse,

and d) the charging of the double layer.

It has been previously shown that the contribution of charge

from the diffusion of propane during the pulse, i.e., process c), is

negligible (15). The solubility of propane in phosphoric acid is quite

• low, less than 0.1 millimoles/liter at 130* C in 85Z H3P04 (36).

It would appear to be a reasonable assumption that the charge

corresponding to b), the oxidation of the electrode surface and the

• evolution of oxygen, and d), the charging of the double layer, would

be the same for the propane case and the helium case. Therefore, the

subtraction of the total charge determined under helium from the total

* charge determined under propane should yield the quantity of propane

previously adsorbed at the lower potential.

The variation of the charge/cm2 to oxidize adsorbed propane versus

• (time)1/2, is shown for 135' C in Figure 32 for an adsorption potential

of 0.35 volt. Figure 32 indicates the -3lue for the leveling off of

2total charge, i.e -450 Ucoulomb/cm . The shape of the curve and the
* values reported are in close agreement with the results reported by

Brnuser and Turner (37). In the present results the region of linearity

S

| -...
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of the curve extends further in time then the previously reported

results. It is felt that this is a function of the nature of the

electrode surface produced by frequent flaming of the electrode rather

than the experimental procedure.

At short time the linearity of the plot of charge/cm2 . Q, xersus

(time)I / 2 , TI / 2 , suggests that the adsorption is initially limited by

the diffusion of the propane in solution to the electrode surface.

For semi-infinite .. near diffusion, Q would be given by the following

equation derived by Laitinen and Kolthoff (38).

I C3K8 2 DC3/8
1 Q2 n 1- H8  T'/ad s wa (1)

Here gad. is given in coulombs/cm2 , n is the number of electrons

released in the oxidation of the adsorbate, DC3H8 is the diffusion
C H 3

coefficient and the C 3 8 is the concentration (moles/cu ) of propane.

The initial slope from figure 32 is

dQC3H8 4 1/2 2
ads = 3.2 x 10-  coulombs/sec ca

1T'/2
dTads

Since one geometric cm2 , under the conditions of the experiment was

equivalent to 1.6 cm2 , this gives

dQC3H8
ads as5.2 1- 1/2u2.U- .12 x coulombs/sec cm
dTsd s

Brummer, et.al. (15), in their development of the 3 site adsorption

model calculated a value of n of 17.

Taking the value for the solubility of propane as the concentration

of propane, the value for CC3B8 is 1.6 x lu-7 (36). The diffusion

-n
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-6coefficient at 1350 C is then calculated to be 2.99 z 10 cm/sec and

nay be compared with the diffusion coefficient at 130C of 3.5 x 10-6

cu/sec previously reported (14).

The steady-state adsorption of propane as a function of potential

is given in Figure 33 for 120* C and in Figure 34 for 1350 C. The

general shape of the curve has been previously reported (37). Adsorption

below 0.2 volt is low, and the results in this region are scattered.

This is probably due to the type of intermediate species produced when

propane is adsorbed at 0.2 volt and below. Adsorption of propane rises

* rapidly with potential to approximately 0.35 volt. In all runs with

this cell and this technique the mximm adsorption occurred between

0.30 and 0.37 volts. Adsorption drops off with inzreased potential to

* bccome nearly zero at 0.7 volt.

The polarization curve for the reaction of propane on a platinum

mesh electrode is shown in Figure 35. The open circuit potential

* occurred in all runs between 0.32 and 0.34 volts. It can be definitely

stated that adsorption at 0.30 volt or less occurs where there is a

net cathodic current. Adsorption at any potential above 0.40 volt

• occurs where the net current is anodic.

From earlier work with formic acid (39) it was determined that

the measurement of hydrogen coverage, e, gives an estimate of the

* extent of coverage of the electrode surface with organic species. The

parameter eniCS . is defined as the ratio of the observed value of

charge of hydrogen, QH, (under C398) under particular conditions, to

* the totalaimum charge due to hydrogen, ai, at the same temperature.

0 I C a is calculated from data obtained using a cathodic pulse as
H
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shown in Figure 3c using propane as the gas. The quantity ( 1 -TIC1 (% )

gives a measure of the fraction of the surface covered by adsorbed
propane, .C3C 8 .

The curves for e versus time, shown in Figure 36, are

given for various voltages. The data were collected using galvanostatic

pulses of approximately 50 ma/cm2 . The curves indicate that at a fixed

potential the uailable surface for hydrogen coverage decreases with an

increase of time. It is considered that the increased adsorption of

hydrocarbon accounts for this response. At short times little hydrocarbon

adsorption is observed. This is in agreement with data obtained from

the anodic charging curves giving the total charge due to hydrocarbon

oxidation.

If the initial period of propane adsorption is diffusion controlled,

equation 1 above must apply. A plot of e ' H  versus the square root
H

1/2
of the time, T , is shown in Figure 37. It has been previously

calculated and reported that 0.060 6/secl/2 corresponds to a three-

site adsorption for propane on platinum (15). For very short times, less

than 2 seconds to approximately 30 seconds adsorption time, no measurable

* adsorption took place. In general, all data were taken at > 10 seconds

adsorption time. At the very short adsorption times recorded for 0.30

volt at 135* C a value of 0.07 e /see1/2 was found. This value does not
H

* hold beyond 30 second adsorption time. After 30 seconds, for all the

adsorption voltages, the curves deviate from equation 1 describing

diffusion controlled adsorption. This would tend to indicate that by

30 seconds the surface is becoming covered with an equilibrium or

steady-state concentration of propane.
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A galvanostatic anodic pulse without cathodic treatment under

helium only, (a), followed by a galvanostatic pulse without cathodic

pretreatment under propane, (b), followed by a galvanostatic anodic

pulse with cathodic treatment, (c), results in a series of traces as

shown in Figure 38. Initially galvanoptatic anodic pulses under

j helium were run with and without the cathodic treatment step. This

step was found to be unnecessary, as both traces coincide. The

difference between (a) and (b) corresponds to the charge to oxidize

I the total adsorbed propane. The difference between (a) and (c)

corresponds to the charge to oxidize the nonreducible quantity or the
nondesorbable quantity of the adsorbed propane. The difference between

c) and (b) corresponds, therefore, to the charge necessary to reduce

the cathodically desorbable portion of the adso.-bed propane.

The total anodic charge, the charge after cathodic pulse (charge

due to nondesorbable species), and the charge due to reducible species

at 0.30 volt is shown in Figure 39. The times used were quite long in

comparison to tbose used in previous investigatialls (15). By the one

minute adsorption time the charge due to the desorbable i:'.-Ces was

almost constant. The adsorption potential, 0.30 volt, is in the region

where the net current is cathodi- (refer to Figure 35). The desorbable/

nondesorbable ratio at the 5 minute adsorption time is 0.24. This

value is slightly lower than that obtained by Brummer and Turner (37),

0.4 on a platinum wire.

The net current at 0.50 volt is anodic as shown in Figure 35.

The total anodic charge, the charge due to nondesorbable, and charge

due to desorbable species is seen in Figure 40. Again, the charge

due to the desorbable species reaches a constant value and is low.r

7 '
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Fi gure 38. a. An anodic charging curve under He only.
b. An anodic charging curve under propane without

cathodic pre-treatment.
c. An anodic charging curve under propane with

cathodic pre- treatment.
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in value than the charge due to noodesorbable species, the ratio of

adsorbable/nondeorbable being 0.22 after 5 minutes adsorption of

propane. Other values of the rates of desorbablnondesorbable species

for 0.20 volt, 0.40 volt, and 0.60 volt are 0.23, 0.20 and 0.24.

Three species have been proposed to occur, depending on the

potential of adsorption. The material which can be removed by

cathodic pitlsing has been designated CHo; another species not

removed by cathodic pulsing has been designated CEO; and a third

species called the 0-type, which contains at least one C-0 bond (37).

Recent work using mass spectrometry indicates that the CHB maLerial

at 0.2 and 0.3 volt contains little or no oxygen (40). A third species

is definitely indicated from the shape of the oxidation curve for

propane. No effort. -,an made here to isolate or identify intermdiates,

hence no conclusions will be drawn as to their type or composition.

The quantity of desorbable species found on the electrode varied with

potential but the ratio of desorbable to nondesorbable species was

approximately the same for all adsorption potentials for 0.2 to

0.6 volt, that is, a ratio of 0.20 to 0.24.

2.3.3 Additional Electrolytes Investigated

2.3.3.1 Results with dichloroacetic acid

As is usual with new electrolyte systms, first experiments dealt

with polarization behavior. Figure 41 shows polarization results
obtained at 90C and 100C using the procedure described above. Since

"real" surface areas could not be obtained from these studies, a value

of 50 ca was chosen as an approximation based on phosphoric acid

measurements. Thus approximt limiting current densities of 9 Uamp/ca 2

at 100"C and 6 uamp/ca 2 at 90"C were found. These values correspond

C
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to approximate efficiences for phosphoric acid electrolyte at 1350C.

Hovwer, the voltage corresponding to the polarization maximum is

shifted from a value of about 0.55 volt for the phosphoric acid to

0.90 volt (at lOOC) and 1.08 volts (at 90"C) in the CiC1 2 C0 2 B'HI20

I system. Also, a ainimm at about 100 my above the polarization maximum

was found in all experiments and, for voltages more anodic than the
I
t voltage at the minimm, polarization currents rose dramatically until

8 the limits of the Wenking were reached at voltages approximately 350 mv

above the polarization maximum. A "domain test" vas made for this

electrolyte system and results are shown in Figure 42. The high

voltage cut-off appeared at lower voltages at higher temperatures.

There were no apparent limiting cathodic reactions and the counter-

working electrode circuit showed constant cell resistances to all

polarizations. The rather extraordinarily high potential correspondingI
to the propane polarization maximum can be explained several ways:

(a) reference system is sensitive to electrolyte contamination (or

rdecomposition) and is unreliable; (b) propane has an extraordinarily

high oxidation overpotential in this electrolyte; (c) the electrolyte

had a very high oxygen concentration driving a potentially weak

oxidation reaction towards much higher voltages; or (d) the apparent

polarization maximum is an artifact of some side reaction related to

the possible decomposition reaction responsible for the high voltage

cut-off. The shift of the voltage cut-off to lower values at higher

temperatures is consistent with thermodynamic expectations - increased

thermal energy reduces amount of electrochemical energy needed to

promote the reaction. However, no definite answer to explain the

source reaction for the high-voltage cut-off was found.

S!
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2.3.3.2 Results with perfluorobutyric acid

A representative plot for the behavior of propane in perfluorobutyric

acid on an electrode of 35 cm2 is shown in Figure 43. An open circult

potential of 0.30 volt and a limiting current density of 42 U&1i E2

were obtained at 105C.

An adsorption study for 5 minutes adsorption at 0.30 volt gave a

value of 104 pcoulomb cm 2 charge. This may be compared with data

obtained for propane adsorption in H3PO4 or in CF3 SO3EBH2 0.

2.3.4 Solubility Measurements

In the calibration of a new technique for the determination of

the solubility of gases in liquids it is standard procedure to use a

measurement of the solubility of oxygen in water. This measurment

has been reported by a large number of investigators using a large

number of techniques. These investigations have been reviewed and

summarized by Morrison and Billett (41).

The solubility of oxygen in water was used to check the apparatus

and procedure described in section 2.2.2 above. These results are

compared with the accepted literature values in Figure 44 and good

agreement is observed. From these data it appeared that the apparatus

and technique were sufficiently accurate and adequate to proceed to

make solubility determinations of oxygen, air, and propane in CF3 SO3 H.H2 0.

F The solubility of propane was determined at 90, 104" and 126*C.

With the existing apparatus it was not possible to work over 126*C

because during the degassing procedure for the solvent some of the

- CF3SO3 H' 2 0 charge in the solvent bulb was carried over and condensed

in the other portions of the apparatus. It was not possible to

U
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accurately determine this volume of solvent lost from the bulb but

£this volume was available to absorb the gas when the propane was

introduced.

The solubility of propane in CF3S03H-H20 at three temperatures

£ is as follows:

Solubility (millimoles of Pressure of
Temperature propane/liter CF3 SO3 H-H2 0) propane

4. 900C 0.127 770 m

1040C 0.1i02 780

126C 0.35 770 -

The 126°C value is considered less reliable than the other two

for the reasons given above. The values in the above table may be

C compared with a literature value for the solubility of propane in

concentrated H3 PO4 . MacDonald reports (36) a value of 0.153 millimole

of propane per liter of 93% H3 PO4 at 100C and 754 m of propane.

2.3.5 Silver Reference Electrode

In view of some of the problems in finding suitable reference

electrodes, studies were undertaken to test the feasibility of a

silver reference system. Initially, pure silver tabs, 2x5xO.Ol cm,

were anodized in dilute phosphoric acid to achieve a thin coating of,

Gpresumy, Ag3PO4 . The potential of these tabs was tested against

a normal hydrogen electrode. Figure 45a shows the temperature

coefficient and reproducibility for the systea. Figure 45b shows

the reversibility test for the system. In addition, corrosion tests

indicate a negligible corrosion rate over the temperature range of

4 0
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220C to 150°C. These tests indicate the feasibility of developing

a reference system based on the silver electrode. In view of the

main objective of the research to test new electrolyte systems, it

was considered inappropriate to pursue the development of anion-

specific reference systems, especially as some of the proposed

electrolyte systems contained rather large or unusual anions rather

difficult to relate to a reference system. Hence, the utilization of

the dynamic hydrogen reference electrode for all studies reported

above. However, it seems evident that for in-depth studies of the

mezhanism of fuel cells using phosphoric acid electrolytes (and

also CF3SO3H.H20 electrolyte), a silver reference system could prove

to be a simple, convenient, and perhaps more stable alternative.

2.3.6 Porous Nickel Electrode

A porous nickel electrode was obtained from the Battery

Products Division, Union Carbide Corporation Parma, Ohio. It was

anticipated that this electrode, when activated, could be used as

Z. a gas electrode with methanol. The porous nickel was activated by

platinization. The electrode was stable at room temperature in

CF3SO3E'H20 for a test period of 3 weeks, but at 135*C the electrode

5; broke down after 3 days in CF3SO3H.E20. The electrode was completely

disintegrated after a week at 1350C. As the temperature was decreased

to 850C, a longer time was required for the electrode to break up

but even at the lower temperature it had disintegrated in two weeks.

From these brief tests it was concluded that it would not be feasible
7

to use this nickel electrode as a gas electrode in a methanol-air

C cell.

I
L i
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2.4 Conclusions
The effect of the electrolyte on fuel cell performance is again

reinforced with the results of this study of CY3SO 3HI 20. In this

case hydrogen oxidation and propane oxidation support higher current

densities and the reduction of air begins from a higher open circuit

potential. The net effect of these results is a theoretical cell of

higher available potentials and currents. The reasons for the higher

activity wi4th this electrolyte art not well understood and deserve

further study. If the properties of the "ideal" electrolyte could be

yell characterized, the choice of electrolytes for future investigation

could be dons more ivtelligently.

The electrode development for use in CF3SO3H-H20 has been hampered

by the flooding of conventional fuel cell electrodes. Additional
L

electrode development for use in this electrolyte is essential to

investigate actual fuel cell performance and perform life tests.

Further, it my be desirable to alter the composition of the electrolyte

to Improve its characteristics by circumventing some of the existing

problms in electrode development.

Ic _
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3.0 Task II A Study of the Corrosion Characteristics of Electrolytes

for Intermediate-Temperature rydrocarbon-Air Fuel Cells

3.1 Introductory

The objective of this phase of the project was to make corrosion

f,. measurements on selected alloys in 85Z phosphoric acid and to develop

procedures by which alloys might be evaluated for service in other

alternate electrolytes such as CF3SO3H-H20. The selection of metals

or alloys for service in phosphoric acid is rather restricted.

Reviews (42, 43) of corrosion studies conducted with phosph-ric acid

have indicated that only highly alloyed steels and alloys of Ta, Ho,

or Cr are suitable for service in 85%-95% H3P04 at temperatures in

the range of 125-170*C. In previous studies it was demonstrated

that tantalum possessed exceptional resistance to corrosion in

concentrated phosphoric acid. However, as a material of construction

tantalum is too expensive and the alternative is to use tantalum

coated steel.

f

I
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3.2. Experimental

S The alloys and their approximate compositions are given in

Table II. With the exception of the tantalum coated steel the

alloys were of comercial origin. Stainless steel (AISI type 304)

* can be considered as a reference material.

Prior to testing, the alloy samples were pretreated according

to the following procedure. They were cleaned in acetone to remove

• grease from the surface. After drying in air the samples were

immersed in HC (6 N) at 95°C for 1 - 2 minutes. Following this

they were rinsed in distilled water and then dipped in a solution

i of HNO3 and H2SO4 (1:1). They were again rinsed with distilled

water and placed in a 5Z NaCN solution for 5 minutes. Finally, the

samples were rinsed with distilled water and then with acetone.

• They were stored in acetone until just prior to testing. At that

time they were removed and allowed to dry in the air before being

weighed.

For the testing in phosphoric acid the samples were imersed

in a solution of 852 H3 PO4 in a flask equipped with a reflux condenser.

The test assembly was held in a constant temperature oil bath, a

"Magni Whirl" Model NW-1145-1 unit manufactured by the Blue N Co.

The phosphoric acid solution was allowed to equilibrate for one

hour at the temperature (150C or 175*C) before the ample was

immersed.

The weighed samples were Immersed in 160 al of 852 H3PO4 at

150oC and 175-C for varying lengths of time. They were then

raved from the 3PO and rinsed well with distilled water and then

acetone. They were dried in the air for one hour and then weilhed

I ~(.....|
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Table III
Composition of Alloys Used in Corrosion Tests

Alo CompositionS

AISI Type 304 18.0 - 20.0 Cr;
8.00 -11.0 NI; 0.03 C (max);

2.0 Mn (max); 1.00 Si (max);
0.045 P (max); 0.03 S (max).

* Incoloy 825 42 Ni; 21 Cr; 3.0 Mo; 33 Fe.

Hastelloy C 56 Ni; 15 Cr; 3.7 W; 16 Mo.

Carpenter 20 Cb-3 34.03 Ni; 19.91 Cr; 2.25 K.;
3.30 Cu; 0.21 Co; 0.86 Cb;
0.039 C; 0.39 Mn; 0.41 Si;
0.016 P; 0.004 S; balance Fe.

Ta coated steel Steel plated with Ta by the
Tantalum 'Hetalating" Process
by the General Metals Technologies
Corp. Thickness, 0.006 0.008 in.

'3
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a second time to determine the weight loss during the tine of

* immersion in the H3 PO4 .

For the testing in CF3SO3H-H20, inediately following distillation,

20 ml aliquots of the hydrate were transferred to test tubes fitted

* with Teflon stoppers. After the alloy samples were weighed they were

immersed in the CF3SO3H'H20 which had been equilibrated in the constant

temperature oil bath for about one hour. The corrosion tests were

* run in duplicate for a duration of 4 hours at 110C and 161C. Following

the exposure, the samples were rinsed successively with distilled water

and acetone, dried and reweighed.

Is
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I3.3 Results and Discussion

The weight losses of the alloys upon imrsion in phosphoric acid

at 150C arA 175C are given as averages in Table III. It is

obvious that stainless steel type 304 corrodes excessively at these1 elevated temperatures. The low corrosion rate of Incoloy 825 and

Hastelloy C confirms previous results (42) indicating that these

materials are substantially resistant to corrosion. Tantalus-coated

steel is essentially im e to corrosion in phosphoric acid at these

elevated temperatures. This suggests the construction of a fuel

cell with support parts being fabricated with low cost steel plated

•5 on those faces that would be exposed to phosphoric acid.

The corrosion rates of the alloys in CF3SO3H.H20 are given

as weight losses in Table IV. These weight losses are good measures

£ of the corrosion of the alloys in the sense that the coupons did not

develop corrosion product film, the weight of which would be

. included in the weight of the sample after exposure to the acid.

• Further, there was no evidence for the formation of high resistivity

surface films. It is apparent that the corrosion rates for all

four alloys are quite low at 161"C. The 4 hr rate of 0.3 ng ca - 2

for stainless steal type 304 compares with a 4 hr rate of 40 ag cm- 2

observed in phosphoric acid. A corrosion rate of 0.3 mg cm- 2 may

be converted to an engineering corrosion rate unit of 0.036 inches

j 6penetration per year, a rate that usually can be tolerated in

construction materials for tanks, piping, and valves.IJ
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Table III Corrosion of Alloys in 85% Phosphoric Acid

Corrosion Rate
Temperature Alloy Weight Loss (mg/cm2 /hr)

150CALSI Type 304 9.0

Incoloy 825 0.061

H astelloy C 0.010

Ta Coated Steel +0.003

*AISI Type 304 19.1

I 170 CIncoloy 825 0.12
Hastelloy C 0.042

Ta Coated Steel o-Wi
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* Table IV

Corrosion of Alloys in Trifljoromathanesulfonic

Acid Monohydrate

knoy Loss at weight (a C072) in 4 hours

At 1100C At 1610C

AISI type 304 0.21 Ag0.4 0.28 Av.03
(Stainless steel) 0.07 0.33

Incoloy 825 0.026 Ag 0.3 0.22 Av .o2

Ha t ll y C .6 Avg. 0.03 .3 Avg. 0.28
0.026 0.33

Carptero C00 0.06 0.37
*Avg. 0.06 Avg. 0.37

0.09 0.29
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3.4 Conclusions

* The preliminary work has shown that it is possible to select

alloys or materials of construction that would be highly resistant

to corrosion in phosphoric acid at 175*C. It would also appear

* that it will not be necessary to use these highly alloyed Ni or

Cr steels as construction materials in trifluoromethanesulfonic

acid monohydrate. Stainless steel AISI type 304 or Ni-plated

steel should provide adequate corrosion resistance to serve as a

construction material. Rather it is possible that the problem

might be shifted to an electrochemical question dealing with the

concentration (in trace quantities) of Fe++ , Ni++ , etc., that can

be tolerated in the electrolyte. In this preliminary study the

metals reacted at their corrosion potential. The probability

exists that a different rate, greater or lesser, would exist if

the metal was held at a positive or negative potential, e.g., as a

current collector.

t
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